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ABSTNACT

This report describes a reviei of the available literature referring to wind
tvaves in lakes and reservoirs. Published information on ltave measurements
is examined, concentrating particularly on those articles which contain
sufficient detail for the data to be compared with wave prediction
techniques. Since almost all wave prediction nethods for reservoirs are
based on modifications to open ocean techniques, these methods are briefly
reviewed and conpared, confining attention to those relatively sinple
formulae which can be presented graphically or programtned on a desk-top
computer. The report then considers the various vays in which these
formulae have been adapted for application in reservoirs, and exanines the
data to support these modifications. The literature review indicates that
there is stil l considerable uncertainty about wave prediction in reservoirs,
and makes suggestions for further research to improve the reliability of
gredict ions.

The work described in this report was funded by the Department of the
Environment under research contract ?ECD 7/7/187, and forned a part of the
research on reservoir safety recommended by the Departnentrs Reservoir
Safety Corrunittee. The review was carried out by Hr H I{ Owen, Research
l{anager of the Coastal Engineering Group within the l{aritime Engineering
Department.



NOTATION

E Wave energy

Ei(f) Component of the rrave energy/freguency spectrum

F Fetch length

i Dimensionless fetch length (gFlUz)

F" Effective fetch length

Fi Fetch length measured.along a direct ion O.

F, Fetch length measured along the predominant wave direction

f Wave frequency (l/period)

f, Wave frequency at the peak of the energy/frequency spectrum
:  - .f, Dimensionless peak frequency f^U/Z

g Acceleration due to gravity

H" Signif icant vave height

H Dimensionless wave height gH"/Uz

n Directional spreading exponent

n- Directional spreading exponent at the peak frequency
P

5 
Wave period at the peak of the wave energy/frequency spectrurn

:,  
Mean zero-crossing wave period

T Dimensionless wave period, gTr/ lJ

U Wind speed (usual ly at a height of  10m above water level)

Xi Component of fetch length paral le1 to wind direct ion (F- cosO)

c Phi l l ips rconstant '  in wave energy/frequency spectrum

T Peak enhancement factor in rrave energy/freguency spectrum

rl Factor in wave energy/frequency spectrum

0 Angle between wind direction and fetch direction

Oi Fetch direct ion

Oo, Wind direction

a Factor in JONSWAP energy,/frequency spectrurn

? Predomj.nant lrave direction
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INTRODUCTION

The generation of waves on any body of water depends

on the strength of the wind, the length of time for

which it has been blowing (duration), and the distance

over the qater for which it has been acting (fetch).

Most of the research effort on the measurement and

prediction of waves has been devoted to oceanic and

coastal waters, with long wide fetches and typical

durations of several hours or even days. Inland

reservoirs are however very different: fetch lengths

are typical ly only a few ki lonetres, the width of the

reservoir  is f requent ly sma1l compared to i ts length,

and wave conditions can often be governed by high wind

speeds act ing for very short  durat ions, typical ly less

than t  hour.  In addit ion, reservoirs are frequent ly

constructed in deep val leys in upland areas, where the

Ioca1 topography can signi f icant ly affect both the

wind speed and direct ion over the reservoir .  Bearing

al l  these factors in mind, i t  would be very surpr is ing

i f  vave predict ion methods developed for coastal  and

oceanic waters could be appl ied without modif icat ion

to the est imation of waves in reservoirs.  A l i rni ted

amount of work has therefore b-een undertaken by

various researchers to measure \raves in reservoirs,

and/or to derive methods of modifying the wave

predict ion techniques used for open waters.

This report reviews published information on wave

measurement studies in reservoirs and lakes, and also

on methods of predicting such waves. The report

starts by examining references to wave measurements

(Sect ion 2),  concentrat ing part icular ly on those

reports and papers which contain sufficient detail to

enable later researchers to re-analyse the data in the

light of recent developments in wave prediction

techniques. Since almost all wave prediction methods

for reservoirs and lakes are based on modifications to

open-water wave prediction techniques, these open



water techniques are descr ibed next (Sect ion 3).  This

section concentrates on methods which rely on sinple

formulae, or on procedures which can be prograruned

onto a desk-top computer. The much more complex

finite-difference mathematical models which are

increasingly being used for ocean wave prediction are

unlikely to be relevant to wave prediction in

reservoirs.  In Sect ion 4, the report  goes on to

consider the ways in which various researchers have

sought to modify open-vater techniques to nake them

appl icable Lo reservoirs and other enclosed bodies of

water.  Final ly the report  contai-ns suggest ions for

further research to improve the reliability of wave

predict ion in reservoirs.

WAVE MEASURSMENTS

IN RESERVOIRS A}ID

LAKES

There are numerous references in the literature to the

results of wave measurements in oceans and coastal

waters, but relat ively few to measurements in

reservoirs or in land lakes. Reservoirs typical ly have

a length of only a few ki lometres, whereas lakes can

have lengths up to several  hundred ki lometres. For

this reason, references to measurements in reservoirs

and lakes wi l l  be discussed separately.

2.7 Waves in

reservoirs

The most extensive set of wave data ever obtained in

reservoirs resulted from a study conducted by the US

Army Corps of Engineers between 1950 and 1954,

al though not fuI1y reporLed unt i l  1962 (Ref 1).  The

measurements were carried out in two deep water

reservoirs,  having surface areas of 50 and 130 square

km respectively. The reservoirs were of rather

complex shape, with severa] arms and creeks. At a

total  of  5 locat ions in these reservoirs,  measurements



of wave heights and periods, wind speed and direction

were taken at purpose-built towers. A11 measurements

were taken at 10 minute intervals, but since all the

analysis in those days had to be performed nanual1y,

only those records showing wind speeds greater than

9m/s (20mph) or wave heights greater than 0.6m (2ft)

were analysed in detail. During the period of

measurement, wind speeds up to 2on/s (45mph) were

reeorded, with signi f icant wave heights uP to 1.5m.

In Fort 'Peck Reservoir ,  (2 locat ions) 17 rnajor storms

were recorded, and in Denison Reservoir  (3 locat ions)

14 major storms occurred. For each of these storms,

Reference 1 gives the measured values of wind speed,

wind direct ion, s igni f icant l rave height,  and

significant, wave period at 10 minute intervals. The

va lues  o f  e f fec t i ve  fe tch  (see Sect ion  4 .1 )  and

correeted wind speed are also tabulated. The wind

speed correct ion was judged to be necessary because

the wind speed measured at the recording towers

located in the middle of the reservoirs was

consistently higher than that measured at nearby

land-based anemometers. From the measurement at the 5

si tes, i t  vas found that the rat io of overwater to

overland wind speeds varied vith fetch length when

Lhat length vas less than about 10km, and a figure

relating wi-nd speed ratio to fetch length was included

in the report. However, the report points out that

this f igure relates specif i -cal1y to the two reservoirs

studied, and is not necessari ly appl icable to other

s i t e s .

The whole purpose of this extensive study was to

determine methods of predicting waves in reservoirs,

and the results obtained were compared vith the most

widely adopted prediction method available at that

time for predicting waves in oceanic and coastal

waters. The results of this comparison are discussed

later (Sect ion 4.1) ,  but the study report  contains



almost all the data necessary for comparison with more

modern wave prediction techniques, if so required.

The only information missing is an accurate map of

each reservoir, which vould presumably be fairly easy

to obtain.

Apart from these early measurements in the USA, the

only other reference to systematic wind and vave

measurements in reservoirs is a recent HR report

detai l ing studies at Megget Reservoir ,  Scot land

(Ref 2).  The reservoir  is about 3.7km long and 0.6km

wide, with a fairly straightforward rectangular shape

in plan. Measurements of wave height and period were

obtained from a vaverider buoy located about 250m from

the dam, with vind speed and direction measured at the

draw off tower, about l00m from the dam. Measurements

were made only vhen 15 minute average wind speeds

exceeded 10m/s, which occurred for about 16% of the

time at the site during the 12 months for which the

equipment was deployed. During strong winds, records

were obtained every 15 minutes: the highest recorded

mean-hourly wind speed ,rras 29m/s, with a maximum value

of signi f icant wave height of  1.5m. The report

contains t ime-series graphs of s igni f icant wave

heights for the ful l  12 months of recording, but

similar information on wave periods, and wind speeds

and direct ion is given only for sample periods.

The main purpose of these measurements was to provide

information for the designer and owner of the

reservoir ,  because visual observat ions since

eompletion of the reservoir a few years earlier had

suggested that higher vaves than expected were

occurring. The main analysis of the wind and wave

data was therefore on a stat ist ical  basis,  to enable

estinates to be made of extreme wave heights.

Analysis of the vind data showed very much higher wind

speeds than expected, with severe funnel l ing effects



2.2 Waves in lakes

between the hills rising steeply on either side of the

reservoir. Detailed analysis of the wave spectra and

steepness indicated the presence of significant wave

reflections off the dam face, which consisted of rock

r iprap at a slope of I  in 1.5. Because of this,

between 20 and 30% of the measured wave height was

deducted before carrying out the statistical analysis

of wave heights, this percentage being based on

theoret ical  considerat ions of expected ref lect ion

coefficient, expected wave steepness, and expected

spectral  shape.

Although not str ict ly necessary for the purposes of

the study, the measured wave data r.ras compared with

wave predictions using the HINDWAVE numerical model,

to assist the designers in any future reservoir

project.  This comparison, and the HINDWAVE model,  are

d i s c u s s e d  l a t e r  ( S e c t i o n  4 . 2 . 2 ) ,

Apart  f rom these Lvo references, no further data on

wave measurements in reservoirs could be found. It

seems di f f icul t  to bel ieve that such measurements have

not been carr ied out elsewhere, and i t  is possible

that additional information exisls in confidential or

in-house reports which are not general ly avai lable.

Most of the systematic measurements of winds and waves

in inland waters have been obtai-ned in the Great Lakes

of North America. These lakes vary in length from

about 300km (Lake Ontario) to about 600kln (Lake

Superior), with widths varying from 60 to 200km. The

earliest reported measurements were by Brebner and Le

Mehaut,6 in 1961 (Ref 3).  They deployed a pressure

ceII  at  a depth of.  2l f t  (6.4m) in a waLer depth of

46ft (14m) at a location about lkm offshore from the

city of Cobourg, approximately midway along the north

shore of Lake Ontario. Waves were recorded for 7



minutes every 3 hours, unless wave heights were less

than 2ft (0.6m) in which case no further measurements

were taken for 12 hours. The recorded pressure

variations were converted to wave heights by manual

calculaLions based on linear wave theory, and applied

on a rrave-by-lrave basis, a very time consurning task.

The average wave height for each 7 minute record was

obt,ained, and the significant wave height was taken to

be a constant 1.6 t imes the average. Wind speeds and

directions were recorded continuously at a weather

station located on an exposed part of the nearby

coastline. Measurements were taken during the period

February 1959 to October 1960, during which t ime

signif icant vave heights up to 6.7f. t  (2m) were

recorded. Detai led inforrnat ion on 46 storms is

included in the report ,  including wind speed,

direct ion and durat ion; fetch length; average and

signif icant wave height.  Based on a stat ist ical

analysis of this data est imates were made of the

design vave height for a proposed breakwater at

Cobourg, and also of the rate of alongshore transport

of beach sedj-ments. The data was also compared with 3

simple empir ical  formulae for wave predict ion, and

gave reasonably good agreement with al l  three,

especial ly for the larger waves.

The Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory,

Michigan have apparently carried out rnany studies of

winds and saves, but the results of many of these are

not avai lable in the general  l i terature. Information

publ ished by Liu (Ref 4) relates br ief ly to

neasurements made at one site in Lake Michigan (just

off the city of Muskegon), and at another in Lake

Ontar io ( in mid- lake opposite the ci ty of Oswego).

Lin refers only to two storms, one in October 1981,

the other October LgB2, and gives details of wind

speed and direction, and wave height and period during

those storms. Clearly addit ional data for di f ferent



storms was gathered at each site, but was not util ised

by Lin in his paper. Later, Schvaub et aI (Ref 5)

described further measurements at the same site in

Lake Michigan, on this occasion using four wave gauges

arranged at the centre and vertices of an equilateral

tr iangle of s ide 3.05m in order to measure wave

directions. Ihe measurements were made between July

and Octobet L977, when the mast supporting all the

gauges col lapsed. Wind speeds up to 49mph (21.8m/s)

were recorded, with significant wave heights up to

3 .2m ( jus t  be fore  co l lapse) .  The da ta  in  th is  repor t

!.tas presented in the form of histograms of wind

direct ion, wave height/direct ion, \ {ave

period/direct ion et,c.  This form of presentat ion,

whi le interest ing in i tsel f ,  precludes a detai led

re-analysis on a storm-by-storm basis,  al though Liu

(Ref 6) publ ished detai ls of  the direct ional wave

speetra for two part icular storms.

Resio and Vincent (Ref 7) have carried ouL extensive

studies to develop and cal ibrate mathematical  models

to hindcast wave act ion at any selected locat ion in

any of the Great Lakes. The mathematical models r,/ere

fairly complex, requiring wind conditions to be input

at up to 340 gr id points covering the lake area. This

type of model is very unl ikely to be just i f ied for

wave predict ion in reservoirs.  Hovever,  Ref 7 used

wave data col lected at 4 si tes in Lake Ontar io,  4 in

Lake Superior, and 3 in Lake Eri.e for calibration of

the model. Some of this measured data is included in

Ref 7, mainly in the form of graphs comparing measured

and calculated vave heights. No information on wind

conditions is given. The data in Lakes Ontario and

Superior was col lected by Canadian researchers, and

references are given where further information may be

found (Refs B and 9). These publications have not

been examined during the present study. The source of

the American measurements in Lake Erie is not given.



WAVE PREDICTION

IN OPEN WATERS

Apart from the Great Lakes, the only other

measurements in lakes which have been discovered in

the literature were obtained over a period of 3 years

in Lake Geneva, Switzerland (Ref 10). Wind and wave

measurements were obtained from a tower located in 5

metres of water off the beach at Geneva, at the

south-western end of the lake. The wind records were

tied-in with records from other meteorological

stations bordering the lake. Lake Geneva is

kidney-shaped, with a total length of about 70km, and

a width of about 8km. fhe wind records shoved quite

clearly that the wind direct ion changes signi f icant ly

along the lake, tending always towards its

centre-I ine. During 3 years of recording, wind speeds

up to L7n/s and significant wave heights up to 1.45m

were obtained. The reference includes detai ls of  10

major storms, giving information on storm durat j -on,

mean and standard deviation of wind speed and

direct ion, mean wave perJ.od, and the root-mean-square,

significant, and maximum wave heights.

The various vind and wave measurement.s obtained were

used in a comparison with the SMB wave predict ion

method (see Sect ion  3 .1 ) .  Because the  r l ind  d i rec t ion

was changing along the lake, Bruschin and Schneiter

argued that a straight-Iine fetch drawn on a map \ras

rneaningless. Best agreement betveen measured and

predicted \raves was obtained with a feLch length of

about 20km, compared with a straight-line fetch at the

si te of about 65km.

As in many other subjects, the rapid advances in

computer power and availability since Lhe late 1960's

have enabled complex numerical models of wave

predietion to be developed, where previously only

relat ively simple manual methods were pract icable.



3 .1 SMB method

The biggest change to occur was the ability to

consider the fuIl wave energy spectrum as a function

of both wave frequency (the inverse of wave period)

and direction. Previously only characteristic

parameters such as the significant wave height, mean

wave period and dominant wave direction could be

derived. Depending on their complexity, these

spectral  models can consider such effects as spat ial ly

varying windfields, time-varying wind speeds and

directions, the co-existence and interaction of wind

seas and swel1 seas, refract ion due to varying water

depths, etc.  l lost of  these effects are insignif icant

in reservoirs,  especial ly dur ing those periods of

strong vinds which are of most interest to the

reservoir  engineer.  This report  therefore

concent,raLes on methods which are likely to be used by

pract is ing engineers, ie those methods lrhich rely on

simple formulae and./or can be programmed onto a

desk-top computer.

Sinrple formulae for the prediction of r"ind lraves i-n

oceanic and coastal  waters have been in existence for

over 100 years (Ref 1l) ,  but the formulae which gained

the most widespread acceptance were published in 1947

by Sverdrup and Munk (Ref 12). Simple curves were

produced, relating significant wave height and vave

period to the wind speed, fetch length, and wind

duration. These curves were based partly on

theoret ical  considerat ions, but most ly on empir ical

data obtained from the oceans. These curves were

revised by Bretschneider in 1952 (Ref 13),  using

rather more data, to produce what became conrnonly

known as the "SMB method". The curves themselves have

been reproduced in many different papers and reference

books, including the influential Shore Protection

Manual, published by US Arrny Corps of Engineers

(Ref 14). The curves cover fetch lengths varying from



1 to 10,000 naut ical  mi les (2 to 18,000km), durat ions

between t hour and 10 days, and wind speeds between l0

and 100 knots (5 to 51m/s). For waves which are

governed entirely by the fetch length, which is likely

to be the case in most reservoirs, the curves can be

represented by the equatj.ons:

f i  =  0 .283  tanh  t0 .0125  60 '42 ,

and t -= 7.54 tanh lo .o77 P0'25,z

(  1 )

(2 )

l { =

t̂
z

F -

where the dimensionless wave

period t  and dimensionless' z '

de f ined as :

height fr,  dirensionless

fetch length f ut"

BH"/U2
= gT"/U

gF/Vz

(see  Nota t ion  fo r  l i s t  o f  symbo ls ) .

For typical reservoirs with lengths varying betlreen I

and 10km, and with wind speeds between 10 and 30m/s,

F l ies in the range of approximately 10 to 1,000.

Within this range, the formulae for wave hei.ght and

period can be wri t ten approximately as:

f r  =  o .oo354 60 '42 (  l a )

(2a)

With these simpler forrmrlae, and within the range

specified, the error in wave height will be less than

2% and in wave period less than 6% compared with

a n d T  =
z

0 .581  t 0 ' 25

10



Equations (1) and (2), with the simpler forrnulae

giving a slight over-prediction in each ease.

3.2 JONSWAP formulae

The SMB method of wave prediction was in almost

universal use unt i l  about the mid 1970's.  At that '

time a series of fundamental experiments were rnade in

. the southern North Sea, as part of the Joint North Sea

Wave Project (JONSWAP) (Ref i5).  Measurements were

made of wind and wave conditions at several locations,

and the results provided valuable insight into the

mechanisms of wave growth. By combining these results

with those from other si tes, ranging from laboratory

wind/wave flumes to deep ocean, a new series of

equations were proposed (Ref 16) to describe the wave

energy-frequency spectrum, as a funetion of r*rind

speed, fetch length, or durat ion. The basic shape of

the wave energy spectrum was defined by the equation:

E i ( f )  =  q .  E 2  ( 2 n ) - 4  f - 5  e x p  { - 1 . 2 5 ( f m l f ) " }  f n  ( 3 )

w h e r e  a  =  0 . 0 3 2  ( f ^ U / e ) z ' 3

I  =  3 ' 3

- ( € - f  \ 7

-  .  

t '  ' * '  

]n = exp t2tn, az ,

o = . 0 . 0 7 f o r f = f *

o = O . 0 9 f o r f > f
m

The peak frequency, fm, is related to the wind speed

and fetch length by the equation:

c  t f
l - u

i  =  
- * -  

=  2 .84  i -0 '3
m g

Equation (4) can be re-written to obtain the

dimensionless peak period:

( 4 )

I I



T
P

= 0 .352  F0 '3 (s)

With a typical JONSWAP spectrum of wave energy the

mean zero-crossing wave and the peak wave periods are

related approximately by the expression T" = 0.87 Tp.

The equation for the dimensionless mean wave period

therefore becomes'

^  ^ O ?
T  =  0 .306  F - ' -z

The significant wave height can be obtained from

Equation (3) by observing that:

= 4fE vhere
s E = l. e . ar.

Unfortunately,  Equat ion (3) is so complex that

integration has to be carried out by a numerical

rather than an analyt ical  method. A1so, as far as can

be diseovered, the results of the necessary numerical

integration have never been published by the original

JONSWAP col laborators. Results publ ished by other

authors suggest an equation of the type:

f f  = t  io '5

with values of k varying between 0.0016 (Ref 17) and

0.00178 (Ref  18) ,  a  range o f  about  +5%.  The h igher  o f

these two values was derived in personal conununication

with Hasselmann, and is the value used at Hydraulics

Research. Frequently however the complete wave

spectrum (Equation 3) is predicted for given

conditions, and nunerical integration is only carried

out at the very end of any calculations.

( 6 )

T2



3.3  Done lan 's  fo rmulae

In 1980 Donelan published a paper (Ref 19) presenting

new forrmrlae for the prediction of wave heights and

periods. Ihe formulae were based on extensive

measurements carried out in Lake Ontario, Canada, in

which the full wave energy/frequency/direction spectra

were obtained. Using the same basic reasoning as

Hasselmann et al  (Ref 16),  but working with di f ferent

data, he obtained the following equations for wave

height and period:

o  . 77  -0 .54 .  _0 .23
T _  ( 1 . 8 5  e - " '  U  

- ' - ' )  =  F v ' e '
D

and H-  =  o .oo366 E-o '62  ur '24  Fo '38s

These may be re-written in non-dimensional terms as:

f f  =  o .00366  uo '38

and t  =0 .541u0 '23
p

o r  t '  =  0 .47 t  60 ' 23z

Donelan also suggested that the wave energy/frequency

spectrum was better descr ibed by the expression:

f'

E i ( f )  =  c  92  (2 t t ) - 4  f - 4  f , n - l  exp  #  , J . ,  f  n  ( 9 )

where a (Donelan)  = 0.0165 {  r ,ou le)  0 '55

Y. (Donelan) = 2.2 when 2n f^U/E < L
= 2.2 + 7.7 logto (2n f *Ul i l  when

2n f^U/E >,I

q (Donelan) = exp L-22 (i  -1) r l
-m

f  = ! /T
M D

( 7 )

(B )

I J



3.4 Other methods

As far as is known, Donelan's rrave prediction formulae

have not gained much acceptance, but they are included

here because Donelan went on to develop the formulae

for application in enclosed bodies of water with

irregular shorel ine geonetry (see Sect ion 4.3).

The three rnethods described earlier have all been

modified in various h'ays by different authors to make

them more applicable for wave prediction in areas

where the fetch width is relatively smal1 compared to

the fetch length. There are however numerous other

formulae which are available for vave prediction in

open waters, including those of Derbyshire and Draper

(Ref  20) ,  M i tsuyasu (Ref  21) ,  L in  (Ref  22)  e tc .

Occasional ly modif icat ions suggested for the three

main methods (SMB, JONSWAP or Donelan) have been used

vith some of these other methods, vi thout any real

just i f icat ion. In addit ion to these formulae, var ious

complex numerical nodels have also been used for r+ave

predict ion in open waters, including those of Barnett

(Ref  23) ,  Res io  and V incent  (Ref  7 )  ,  Meteoro log ica l

Of f i ce  (Ref  22) ,  and NORSWAM (Ref  25) .  fn  each o f

these models the fetch area is div ided by a

rectangular gr id.  Within each gr id square the basic

equations of wave growth, wave energy transfer, etc

are solved for discrete wave frequencies and

direct ions to bui ld up a descr ipt ion of the complete

vave energy spectrum at each location. The input

conditions are the values of surface wind speed and

direct ion at each gr id point.  Some of these meLhods,

particularly those of Barnett and Resio and VincenL,

have been adapted for use in the Great Lakes of North

America. In these lakes fetches are not as open as in

coastal or oceanic waters, but on the other hand are

not as restr icted as on most reservoirs.  Furthermore,

the Great Lakes are about two orders of magnitude

larger than most reservoirs.  I t  is very unl ikely that
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compl-ex numerical models are necessary for \rave

predict ior i  in typical  reservoirs.

3 .5  Compar ison o f  SMB,

JONSWAP and

Donelan's methods

In the three main methods of wave prediction discussed

so far, the formulae for wave height and wave period

can be expressed in the dimensionless forms:

H  =  f r ( F ) ,  a n d

t  = r .(r) .

I t .  is therefore instruct ive Lo compare the results

obtained from the three nethods for a given range of

dimensionless fetch F.

Typical reservoirs in the UK have lengths varying

between about 1 and lOkm, and the wind speeds of

interest vary from about lOm/s (22mph) to about 35m/s

(78mph). The table below gives the corresponding

dimensionless fetch values.

Fetch length Wind speed Dimensionless fetch
m/s

L u

35
t0
35

Figure I shows the dj.mensionless wave height and

dinrensionless wave period plotted from the different

formulae over a range of dimensionless fetch from 10

to 1,000. From this figure it can be seen that withi.n

the range typical of reservoirs, the SMB method

predicts larger wave heights and periods than JONSWAP,

especial ly at  low values or i  (strort  reservoirs,  high

vind speed). The tvo methods give equal wave heights

I
I

10
10

98
B

981
80
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and periods when i  is about 3,000 ( long reservoir ,  low

wind speed).  Within the range of interest,  the

Donelan method lies between SMB and JONSWAP, being

close to SMB at low values of i, and close to JONSWAP

at higher values of i. The most noticeable feature of

Donelants nethod is the relatively low power of

dimensionless fetcn f in the expressions for both

dimensionless wave height and period. In the JONSWAP

method, and in those of Lin (Ret 22) and Mitsuyasu

(Ref 21) the dimensionless wave height is given by an

expression of the type:

^  ^ A (
H  =  k  F " "

the only differences being in the values of the
rconstant '  k.  Donelan alone among modern researchers

arr ives at the exoression fr  = o 60'38.

Simi lar ly,  Donelan arr ives at F0'23 in the expression

for dimensionless wave period, compared to ;0 '33 tr .

most other recent papers. Simi lar ly,  the eguat ion for

the wave energy/frequency spectrum derived by Donelan

contains a term proport ional to f-a where al l  other

workers  euote  f -s .  On the  o ther  hand,  Done lan 's

expression (Equation 9) does have the advantage that

the peak enhancement factor y changes smoothly beLween

a developing sea and a fully-developed situation,

where in the JONSWAP formulation it changes abruptly

from f ixed values of 3.3 to 1.0. However in

reservoirs the condit ions which are of most interest,

ie severe storms, are rarely sustained for long enough

for the waves to become fully developed.
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WAVE PREDICTION IN

RESTRICTED FETCHES

Various adaptations have been made to the SMB, JONSWAP

and Donelan methods by different authors at different

times, to make them more applicable to

restr icted-fetch si tuat ions, such as lakes,

reservoirs, estuaries or deeply indented coastal bays.

For convenience, discussion on the adaptations will be

grouped according to the original open-vrater method

used as. the source for the modif ied expression.

4.I  SMB modif icat ions

-  Sav i l le

At about the same time as the SMB method was being

derived for predicting wave conditions in open waters,

the US Army Corps of Engineers recognised that

relationships derived from ocean studies might not be

direct ly appl icable in inland lakes and reservoirs.  A

program of studies vas therefore begun in 1948, with

wind and wave measurements being undertaken in a

shallorr' lake, and in two degp water reservoirs. The

results obtained from the shal low lake (Ref 26) are of

l i t t1e relevance to the present revielr ,  s ince

condit ions rrere hardly typical  of  reservoirs.  The

lake was approximately circular in plan, with a

diameter of about 50krn and an average depth of about 4

metres. The lake was subject to winds up to hurricane

strength, which at times caused so much change in

water level across the lake that the bed was e>rposed

at the upwind end.

The measurements carried out in the two deep water

reservoirs between 1950 and 1954 st i } l  form the most

extensive set of wave data ever obtained in

reservoirs,  and are descr ibed in Sect ion 2.1 of this

report. Since the SMB method was by then widely used

for vave prediction in open \.taters, the measured wave

conditions were compared with those which would have
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been predicted from the measured winds using this

nethod. Although the ful1 report of the measurements

and of the analysis was not produced until several

years later (Ref 1),  the most signi f icant result  vas

published soon after the measurements had been

completed (Ref 27). During the preliminary analysis

of the data, the fetch lengths had been selected as

the greatest straight-line distance over open water in

the direction of the wind. However, it soon becarne

apparent that where the width of the fetch area was

small compared with its length, measured rtaves were

much lower than predicted. In contrast, measured

lraves nrere higher than expected when the vind was

blowing over short ,  wide fetches.

To overeome these problems, several different methods

of re-defining the fetch length vrere consi-dered.

Savi l le (Ref 27) descr ibed f ive of those methods, and

compared the results obtained for ideal ised

rectangular fetch areas having different length/width

rat ios. Without giv ing detai ls,  he stated that the

analysis of the wave measurements in the two deep

water reservoirs had shown which was the most accurate

method. This method, as appl ied to i rregular fetch

areas, l /as then described in detai l  in the f inal

project report  (Ref 1),  and also in a paper publ ished

in the same year (Ref 2B). By redefining the fetch

Iengths using this nethod good agreement was reached

between measured waves and those predicted using the

SMB forrmrla applied to the measured winds.

The method of determining the reffective fetchr as

reconrnended by Saville is il lustrated in Figure 2.

Brief ly i t  consists of construct ing 15 radials fron

the wave prediction point at intervals of 6o, out to

an angle of 45o on ei ther side of the l r ind direct ion.

These radials are extended until they first intersect

the shoreline. The component of length of each radial
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in a direction paralIel to the wind direction is

measured, and multiplied by the cosine of the angle

between the radial and the wind direction. The

effective fetch is then given by the fornula:

f x. cos (oi-ow)
t "=q

_ I F, cos2 (Oi-O*)
orF"=@

(  10 )

where F, is the fetch length along the radial, and X,
1

is the component of the fetch length parallel to the

vind direct ion.

This method is based on the following assumptions:

(a) Wind moving over a water surface transfers energy

to the water surface in the direction of the vind

and in al l  d irect ions within 45o on ei ther side of

the wind direct ion;

(b) The vind transfers a unit amount of energy to the

water along the central  radial  in the direct ion of

the wind, and along any other radial an amount

modified by the cosine of the angle between the

radial and the wind direction;

(c) Waves are completely absorbed at shorel ines.

The main advantage of this method j.s its simplicity;

once the calculations have been repeated for selected

wind directions, the effective fet,ches obtained can be

used for obtaining wave heights and periods for any

conbination of wind speed and direction. It is also

worth noting that because the effective fetch

calculation assumes no contribution to wave energy

beyond t45o frorn the wind direction, the method is

1 9



clearly unnecessary when the ratio fetch width/fetch

length is greater than about 2 for the given wind

direct ion.

Savillers method of determining the effective fetch

soon gained general acceptance, being based on

extensive data analysis. During the next 20 years or

so it was quoted in rnany papers and reference books

related both to the design of dams (Refs 29 & 30), and

to the design of coastal works in areas of restricted

fe tch  (Ref  14) .

In recent years there has been considerable discussion

about  Sav i l le rs  concept  o f  'e f fee t ive  fe tch ' .  I t  i s

worth recal l ing that Savi l le 's method was derived to

obtain better agreement between measured wave heights

in reservoirs,  and those predicted from measured winds

using the SMB formulae or charts.  In most reference

books the two rnethods (SMB and Saville) are quoted

together. However, as new wave prediction formulae

were developed, part icular ly JONSWAP, i t  became clear

that for fetch lengths typical of reservoirs the SMB

method predi-cted larger wave heights than any other

nethod (see Fig 1).  I t  has therefore been argued that

the only reason why Saville had to develop the concept

of effective fetch was to compensate for the

inadequacy of the Sl{B method at short fetchejs. While

the argument may be partly true, it overlooks the fact

noted by Saville that under some conditions the

measured wave heights vere actually greater than

predicted. These situations arose when the wind

direction was such that the direct fetch length was

guite short, but a much longer fetch existed within

+45o of the wind direction. In these situations the

discrepancy between the measured and predicted lraves

could not be resolved without some form of effective

fetch concept, whatever v/ave prediction formula is

used.
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4 ,2 JONSWAP

modification

Bearing these corunents in mind, it vould be a

worthwhile project to re-analyse Saville's data,

comparing measured 'rraves with those predicted by

modern formulae to see what form any effective fetch

concept should take. In the meantime however, it is

recormended that the SMB nethod of vave prediction,

and Savi l le 's concept of ef fect ive fetch, should

always be used together.

4 .2 . I  Seymour

Soon after the oublicati-on of the results of the

JONSWAP experi*-ents (Ref 15) Seymour proposed an

alternat ive to Savi l le 's method for deal ing with wave

predict ion on restr icLed fetches. Seymour pointed out

that in Savi l le 's method the wave energy was in effect

assumed to be disLr ibuted according to cos 0 (O is the

angle relat ive to the rr ind direct ion),  whereas later

infornration suggested distributions varying from cos2O

(Ref 31) to cosno (Ref 32),  where n is frequency

dependent, having a very high value near the peak

frequency, reducing to about one at frequencies well

away from the peak. Savi l le 's method of obtaining a

weighted average also implicitly assumes that wave

energy is linearly dependent on fet'ch length, which is

not precisely the case (see Equatj-on 1 for example

where E oc H2 * 10'84).  For si tuat ions in which the

naves are fetch-Iimited, and where the fetch width is

also restr icted, Seymour therefore proposed a method

whereby the wave energy is distributed according to

cos2O, and where the weighted average is based

directly on the wave energy along each fetch, rather

than on the fetch length. With these assumptions, the

total wave energy generated by a given wind speed in

an area of restr icted fetch is therefore given by:
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a
E=3 IE .cosz  (0 . -O )AO

1 t - .  1  l _  W
(rr)

where E, is the nave energy generated along a
1

direction O, by a wind speed U acting over the fetch

length F' and A O is the directional increment.

Seymour suggested that the surnmation should be over

the logical range /g:-O--/ < 90;, rather than the
1 W

somewhat arbitrary 45o adopted by Savi.lle.

The wave energy E. could be calculated by any open sea

prediction method if only the resulting wave height is

required, but for the prediction of the acconpanyi-ng

wave period, or of the predominant wave direction, i-t

is necessary to use a method which gives the wave

energy/frequency spectrum. Seymour used the JONSWAP

method.

The JONSWAP-Seymour (JONSEY) and SMB-Savi1le (SMB-S)

methods were then compared with the straightforward

SMB method at four sites where vind and wave

condit ions had been recorded. A11 were coastal  s i tes

with di f fer ing degrees of fetch restr ict ion, and the

results shoved:

(a) When fetch widths are much greater than fetch

lengths, all meLhods give approximately equal

resu l ts ;

When fetch widths are approximately equal to fetch

lengths, the JONSEY and SMB-S methods give similar

results, vith much better agreement hrith the data

than the straightforward SMB nethod;

For fetch widths appreciably less than the fetch

length, the JONSEY method gave the best agreement

with the measured data.

( b )

( c )
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Reservoirs are frequently long and narrow, and the

JONSEY method would therefore be expected to give

better results than the SMB-Saville method, although

it has to be recalled that the latter was derived

specifically for use in reservoirs. Ttre JONSEY method

is rather more cumbersome to use, since the

calculations have to be repeated not only for

di f ferent wind direct ions (as SMB-S), but also for

different vind strengths. However, such calculations

are easily performed by a desk-top computer.

4.2.2 Higher order spreading funct ions

As mentioned previously, Seymour's modification to the

JONSWAP equation includes the assumption that wave

energy is spread over direct ion aceording to cos2O.

For one of the measurement sites, he also examined the

effects of introducing u 
"o"tO 

distr ibut ion, where n

was def ined by the funct ion due to Mitsuyasu (Ref 33).

However, Mitsuyasu's function was derived from

measurements in the open ocean, with dimensionless

fetch lengths varying over the comparatively narrow

range 3,000 to 6,500. Within this range he found the

expression:

n =  o .oo345  to '825p
(r2)

where n- is the value of n at the peak frequency ofp
the spectrum. At frequencies either higher or lolrer

than the peak, the value of n decreases. Mitsuyasu

hinself conrnented that the form of this ocpression is

very unelqpected, because it i-mplies that the angular

distribution of wave energy becomes very narrov for

long dirnensionless fetches, and very broad for short

fetches. For example, if the expression is

extrapolated down to the dimensionless fetch of about

660 appl icable at Seymourrs si te,  the value of no is
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about 0.7. With a distr ibut ion (cos O)0'7, about 10%

of the wave energy would exist at directions greater

than 65o from the wind direction, which seems very

unlikely. Not surprisingly therefore, SeSrmour found

poor agreement betveen the measured lrave hei.ghts and

predictions using a (cos o)n distributio?r, r.rhen n was

def ined by Eguat ion (12).

Recent studies carried out at Hydraulics Research have

also examined the effect of different angular

distributions. Using the HINDWAVE numerical model

(Ref 34),  the long term wave cl imate has been

predicted at very many si tes. At a few si tes, short

term wave measurements were available for comparison

and calibration. The HINDWAVE model is based

principally on the JONSEY method, and at each site the

value of n was ini t ia l ly set at  2.  For most si tes

this gives very good agreement with measured data, buL

at some sites a very much higher power has been found

to be necessary. These si tes are usual ly those having

either a very short  fetch length, or a narrow fetch

width, or both. Typical  values used range from 6 in

the narrows of the Dover Strai t  (Ref 35) ( Iong narrow

fetch) to 30 in the Megget Reservoir  (Ref 2) (short

very narrow fetch).  With a power of 6,  90% of the

energy vould exist within l33o of the wind direetion,

and with polrer 30 within about t15o. However, no

method has yet been found of predicting accurately the

value of n which is likely to be required at any

part icular s i te.

4 .2 .3  Res io  and V incent

Resio and Vincent and their colleagues

engaged for many years on a program of

wave measurement and prediction in the

North America. lluch of thei.r work has

have been

research on

Great Lakes of

been devoted to
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setting up and comparing different numerical models.

However, the simpler SMB and JONSWAP wave prediction

methods have also been compared. Since the lakes are

enclosed bodies of water with an irregular shoreline

(although very much larger than any reservoir), part

of the research has been concerned with the exact

definition of fetch length. In 1979 they published a

paper (Ref 36) which contained a brief comparison

between observed wave heights at three locations, and

predicti.ons based on either straight-line fetch, or

SaviI Iets effect ive fetch. Al though Seymour's method

was also mentioned in the paper, this vas not included

in the comparison. The results showed that much

better agreement betveen measured and predicted waves

was obtained when the strai.ght-line fetch was used.

On the strength of these results,  the latest edi t ion

of the inf luent ial  Shore Proteet ion Manual (Ref 37)

reconrnends the abandonment of both Saville and

Seymour's methods of deal ing with narrow fetches, and

instead relying simply on the straight-line fetch

measured along the wind direct ion.

Since this recorrnendation is a direct reversal of the

advice contained in earl ier edi t ions, i t  would be

worthwhile examining the comparison in more detail.

Unfortunately, the only information available in the

paper is that contained in a table, reproduced here as

Table 1, and no reference is given where more details

may be obtained. The table does noL contain any

information on the shape of the fetch area, on the

wind direction, or on the vave prediction method

employed, although it is probably JONSWAP rather than

SMB. In the Shore Protection Manua1 (1984 edition) it

is also stated that wave measurements in reservoirs

agree with theoretj-cal vave growth curves (such as

Equations 5 and 6) when the straight-Iine fetch is

used. In this case the only information given is a

graph showing dimensionless wave energy plotted
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4.3  Done lan 's  method

against dimensionless fetch for 34 data sets. No

infornation is given on the parti-cular definitions

used for the dimensionless parameters, nor are any

detai ls given of the reservoir(s) ( length, width etc),

or of the'wind speeds and wave heights included. For

this reservoir data, no comparison is rnade for

different methods of determining the fetch.

Because of this lack of detai l ,  i t  is not possible to

check the validity of the recorunendation made in the

Shore Protection Manual that in future only the

straight-line fetch should be used for wave

prediction. In practical terms, the SPM recorrnends

that the straight-1ine fetch should be taken as the

arithnetic mean of the fetch lengths measured over an

angular range +12" from the wind direct ion. I f  this

is equated with angular rrave energy distribution

(cos  O) t ,  i t  represents  a  va lue  o f  'n '  o f  about  45 ,  a

very high value indeed. Although it has been

mentioned earl ier (Sect ion 4.1) ,  i t  should be repeated

here that the use of a straight- l ine fetch does not

explain the fact that when winds were blowing across

rather than along a narrow reservoir vave heights

measured by Savi l le vere greater than expecLed.

Although Donelan's method of lrave prediction was

developed or iginal ly for open water,  i t  was later

modified by the author to enable its use on bodies of

water with an irregular shorel ine (Ref 19).  The most

important difference between this and other methods is

the recognition frorn the outset that the wind

direction and the wave direction may be quite

different in situations of unequal fetch. For

example, if winds are blowing along a short fetch, but

there exists a relatively long fetch at a modest angle

to the wind direction, then it seems reasonable to
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assume that the predominant wave direction will be

biassed towards the longer fetch direction. Donelan

then argued that the fetch length should be measured

along the wave direction, not the wind direction. On

the other hand, the wind speed along thls fetch was

assumed to be Ucos0, where O is the angle between the

wind direction and wave direction. With these

modifications the Donelan wave prediction formulae

becarne:

$1;= o-00366

""d #h = 0.54 (

,  EE,  .  o .3B
\ u2;;;d

( r3)

Q . 2 3 (  1 4 )

where F- is the straight-1ine fetch length along the
P

wave direction p. To apply these formulae, it is

however necessary to know the value of P, the wave

direetion. To derive p, Donelan argued that the

predominant wave direction was that which produced the

rnaximum value of Tn, the wave period at the peak of

the energy spectrum. By re-arranging Equat ion (14),

it can be seen that this condi-tion is achieved when

the product cos (0..-p) 0 '54r.^0'23 t"""hes a maximum
v "  I

within the range l t*-r l  = nO'.  For an i rregular

shorel ine, and a given vind direct ion, the value of P

satisfying this condition can only be determined by

trial and error. However, since the product is

independent of the wind speed, Lhe ealculations have

to be performed once only for each wind direction, and

could easily be progranrned onto a desk-top computer.

In many respects, Donelanrs method for restr icted

fetches combines some of the concepts of both

Seymour's and Resio and Vincentts methods. Like Resio

and Vincent, Donelan takes a straight-line fetch,

rather than a weighted average obtained over a large
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range of directions, as used by Seymour. l{hen the

wind is blowing centrally down a long narrow fetch,

Donelanrs methods therefore makes no allowance for

fetch width. On the other hand, in both Se5rmour's and

Donelanrs nethod the wave direction is allowed to

differ from the wind direction, although in Seymourrs

case no prior assumptions are necessary and the angle

betveen wind and wave directions can vary depending on

vind speed and duration. Because. the wave arld wind

direct ions are al lowed to di f fer,  both Donelanrs and

Seynour's methods help to explain the fact that in

Savi l lers or iginal  wave measurements in reservoirs

(Ref 1) some neasured wave heights were larger than

predicted, mainly urhen the wind was blowing from a

short- fetch direct ion, but a long-fetch direct ion

existed within +/. -rf the wind direction.

The biggest difference between Donelan's method, and

those of Seymour or Resio and Vincent lies in the

basic wave prediction formula used, lvhich differs

considerably from the JONSWAP formula (see Section

3.5).  I t  would be very interest ing to combine the

basic concept of Donelan's method of t reat ing

irregular fetches vith a more widely accepted wave

predict ion formula, such as JONSWAP.

At a pract ical  level,  Bishop (Ref 17) publ ished a

comparison of 3 methods of wave predi.ction with waves

rueasured in Lake Ontario for fetch-Iimited, steady

state lraves. The three methods used were SMB, JONSWAP

and Donelan, in each case taking a nominal

straight-line fetch, measured along the wind direction

for SMB and JONSWAP and along the wave direction for

Donelan. In practice, the fetches were taken mostly

as the arithrnetic average of the fetch lengths

measured at 1o intervals over a range of +15o.

However, range of tlo and t7o lrere also used for some



data sets, but seemed to

results whichever nethod

have little effect on the

was considered.

Using measured wind speed at the sites of two

waverider buoys, the results of the three methods were

eompared with the measured lraves, and showed that:

l. The SUB method overpredicted wave heights, but

wave periods ntere about correct;

2 . The JONSWAP

height, but

3. The Donelan

height and

information

method gave good agreement for wave

overpredicted wave period;

method slightly underpredicted wave

period, but was the only method to give

on wave direction.

WIND CONDITIONS

OVER RSSERVOIRS

It is important to realise, however, that Lake Ontario

is about 300km long and about 70km wide. The two

waverider buoys were situated towards either end of

the lake and were located 12 and 15km respectively

offshore, r+hich therefore represents the minimum fetch

length at each si te.

Unfortunately, no information was given on wind

directions or wind strengths, so the range of actual

or dimensionless fetch lengths is not known.

Alnost aIl wave prediction formulae use wind speeds

and directions measured at a height of 10 metres above

the water surface, with wind conditions assumed to be

constant along the full length of the fetch. However,

vhen a new reservoir is being designed the engineer

invariably has to rely on vind data obtained at an

anemometer situated on land. When the reservoir is

completed, the wind conditions over the vater surface
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can be significantly different from those measured at

a nearby land-based anemometer. This can be due to

several reasons including:

(a) Differences in topography between the reservoir

site and the anemometer site;

(b) Differences in surface roughness and temperature

between land and water

Reservoirs are often constructed in deep valleys

flanked by steeply rising mountains: this

configuration can cause a narked funnelling effect on

the winds, which both increases the vind speed and

tends to shift the local wind direction tovards the

line of the reservoir. Because the construction of

the reservoir  wi l l  have part ly f i l led the val ley, wind

conditions over the water surface may be quite

different even from those measured in the same valley

pre-construct ion. A di f ferent topographical  ef fect

vi} l  occur i f  a storage reservoir  is bui l t  up above

the general level of the surrounding plain: In this

case winds wi l l  be accelerated as they pass over the

raised surface. These topographical  ef fects must be

considered very careful ly,  probably in conjunct ion

with the local meteorological  of f j -ce, because the

differences in vind speed can be substantial.

Even vhere there are no topographic differences

between the site of the anemometer and the reservoir,

wind speeds will increase as the wind passes from the

relatively rough land surfaee to the srnooth water

surface. The size of the increase depends on the wind

speed, on the fetch length, and on the difference in

temperature between the land surface and the water.

Resio and Vincent (Ref 36) suggested that the ratio

overwat,er wind speed/overland wind speed could vary

between values of about 2.0 at very 1ow wind speeds,
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CONCLUSIONS

to 0.9 at high wind speeds (greater than 18.5m/s -

4lmph). Ttris was based on wind measurements on the

Great Lakes of North Anerica. For wave prediction

around UK coasts the Meteorological Office can give

recomrnended values for the ratio, based on wind speeds

measured at coastal anemograph stations. However, in

no instance do they recornrnend a value of less than

1.0. Despite the inclusion of Resio and Vineentrs

results in the Shore Protect ion Manual (Ref 37),  those

results should therefore be treated with considerable

caution when appli-ed to reservoirs, and values less

than 1.0 should be used only when there is strong

loca1 evidence to support it. Wherever possible the

choice of design wind speed should be discussed with

the Meteorological  Off iee.

A review has been carr ied out of al l  avai lable

literature on wave measurement and prediction in

reservoirs and lakes. The review found very few

published reports of wave rneasurements in

reservoirs or smal l  Iakes, al though extensive

measurements have been made in the Great Lakes of

North America.

The most comprehensive study of waves in

reservoirs which is reported in the literature was

carr ied out in the early 1950rs by the US Army

Corps of Engineers. When compared with

contemporaneous lrave prediction formulae (the

'SMB! method) the results showed that wave heights

and periods vere smaller than expected when winds

lrere bloving along the direction of a long narrow

fetch, but were greater than expected when winds

were bloving at an angle to that fetch. These

observations led to the coneept of "effective

fetch" vhich allowed existing formulae for wave

prediction in open waters to be used also for wave

1 .

2.
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3 .

prediction in reservoirs and other long and

relatively narrow fetch situations. When coupled

with the SMB wave formulae, this became the

standard method for wave prediction in reservoirs

for more than 25 years.

Since the early 1970's considerable effort  has

been devoted to deriving more accurate formulae

for wave prediction in open waters. The mosL

recent formulae (eg JONSWAP) all suggest that the

SMB formulae tend to overpredict wave heights and

periods for short fetches and high wi-nd speeds.

These are the very conditions of most interest in

the designs of dams and reservoirs.

Recent American research suggests that the concept

of ef fect ive fetch is not necessary for vave

prediction along narroer fetches if modern wave

prediction formulae are used. This recommendation

to use rstraight- I ine'  fetch is based mainly on

the results of extensive measurements of wave

condit ions in the Great Lakes of North America,

which are about 100 t imes larger than most

reservoirs.  There is a report  in the l i terature

that this recommendation is also appli-cable to

reservoirs,  but the publ ished evidence for that

statement is very sparse.

The use of modern wave prediction formulae does

not explain the observation in the original Corps

of Engineersr measurements that wave heights and

periods were larger than expected for winds

blowing at an angle to a long narror,r fetch. Some

method of adjusting the straight-line fetch would

st i l l  seem to be necessary in this si tuat ion.

Donelan argued that ttre predomi-nant wave direction

will ah'rays be biassed towards the direction of

the longest fetch, and that the fetch direction

5 .
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should therefore be measured along the predominant

wave direction. Seymourrs method of calculating

the effective fetch length also introduces a bias

towards the longest fetch direction. Again

however neither Seynour's nor Donelanrs methods

were derived from reservoir data.

6. The only wave measurements in reservoirs reported

in the literature since more rnodern wave

prediction formulae became available were at

Megget Reservoir in Scotland. Compared with the

JONSWAP formulae, the results could not be fu11y

explained using either the straight-line fetch, or

Seymourrs method. Using the straight- l ine fetch,

predicted wave heights were greater than measured

for winds blowing along the reservoir, but smaller

than measured for winds blowing across. With

Seymour's method wave heights were smaller than

measured for a1l conditions. Comparisons were not

made vith the original SMB-effective fetch method,

or vi th Donelan's rnethod.

In order to remedy the great shortage of data,

especially under UK condi-tions, further

measurements of winds and waves should be carried

out in reservoirs of different length/width

ra t ios .

A11 existing published data on wind and waves in

reservoirs, together with the additional data

acquired above, should be re-analysed in the light

of recently suggested methods of wave prediction.

If necessary, new ways should be derived for

adopting modern wave prediction formulae (eg

JONSWAP) for use in wave prediction in

reservoirs.

l .

2.

3 .
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